uses only the five most predictive features still has significant predictive power (AUC = 0.74; Supplemental information).
As expected, authors with more first author publications, and with more papers in high impact factor journals, are more likely to become PIs ( Figure 1B ). In addition, they have a higher h-index (h papers with at least h citations each), consistent with the idea that current h-index is predictive of future scientific success [4] . However, the actual number of citations is less predictive of becoming a PI than journal impact factor ( Figure 1B) , suggesting that currently, the perceived quality of a publication (i.e., journal impact factor) is given more weight than its actual quality (i.e., number of citations). Because the number of citations a publication will receive is correlated with the impact factor of the journal, we examined the number of citations divided by the impact factor (cites/IF). We find that in a linear model, cites/IF is the fourth most predictive feature after impact factor, number of publications and gender ( Figure  1B ; Supplemental information). This suggests that hiring committees also take into account exceptional papers published in lower impact factor journals.
We found that many scientists who will become PIs never published in high impact factor journals. In order to better understand how these authors manage to become PIs we analyzed separately the group of authors who become PIs but have very low impact factor publications (lower than 75% of all non-PI authors). We find that these authors have a two-fold increase in their first-author publication rate compared to authors who do not become PIs, suggesting that more first-author publications per year can compensate for lack of high impact factor publications.
While authors with more first or second author publications are more likely to become PIs, we find that more middle (non-first and nonsecond) author publications are of no help unless they are published in high impact journals ( Figure 1B ). In addition, authors who are middle author on papers with many coauthors are less likely to become PIs ( Figure 1B The number of applicants vastly outnumbers the available academic faculty positions. What makes a successful academic job market candidate is the subject of much current discussion [1] [2] [3] [4] . Yet, so far there has been no quantitative analysis of who becomes a principal investigator (PI). We here use a machine-learning approach to predict who becomes a PI, based on data from over 25,000 scientists in PubMed. We show that success in academia is predictable. It depends on the number of publications, the impact factor (IF) of the journals in which those papers are published, and the number of papers that receive more citations than average for the journal in which they were published (citations/IF). However, both the scientist's gender and the rank of their university are also of importance, suggesting that nonpublication features play a statistically significant role in the academic hiring process. Our model (www.pipredictor. com) allows anyone to calculate their likelihood of becoming a PI.
In order to quantify precisely if and when individual authors will become a principal investigator (PI) we generated a set of 25,604 uniquely identifiable authors ( Figure 1A and Supplemental information). We then quantified more than 200 different metrics of publication output for authors who became PIs and for those who didn't. We find that whether or not a scientist becomes a PI is largely predictable by their publication record ( Figure 1B ,C), even taking into account only the first few years of publication ( Figure 1D -G). In order to quantify the effect of each publication feature independent of other confounding variables, we developed a statistical model (Supplemental information). This model is able to predict with relatively high accuracy who becomes a PI (held-out test AUC = 0.83), and how long this will take (R 2 = 0.38). We note that a minimal model that between the number of co-authors and the probability of becoming a PI suggests that first authors on papers with many co-authors are given less credit for these publications.
By almost all metrics, PIs differentiate themselves from authors that eventually will leave academia in the first years of their career ( Figure 1D-G) . However, while around half of authors become PIs less than seven years following their first publication, short pre-PI career scientists show different publication behavior than longer pre-PI career authors. Authors who take longer than seven years to become a PI have more citations per paper than authors who become PIs more quickly ( Figure 1F ), suggesting that scientists who publish important papers in low impact factor journals can still become PIs, but that this route takes more time.
The set of PIs is highly enriched for scientists who attended higher ranked universities, and university ranking is highly correlated with many other features. However, we find that university rank is predictive of becoming PI independent of other publication features (university rank adds, on average, 0.04 to the AUC in cross-validation, t-test p < 0.01). In addition we find that PIs, but not nonPIs, increase their university ranking (as ranked in the Shanghai Jiao Tong Top 500 research universities) in the first five years of their careers ( Figure  1G ), suggesting that they do their postdoc (or collaborative work) at a university that is better than the one in which they completed their PhD. A decline in the mean university rank among future PIs with longer careers suggests that, on average, scientists from higher ranked institutions become PIs before scientists from lower ranked institutions ( Figure 1G ).
Men are overrepresented as PIs, yet even after correcting for all other publication and non-publication derived features, being male is positively predictive of becoming a PI (increase in AUC = 0.02, t-test p < 0.01). Given the same publication record, men are more likely than women to become PIs. This is the first study that quantifies what is predictive of an academic career in terms of becoming a principal investigator. While the journal impact factor and the number of publications are the most predictive features, the data suggest that outstanding work will be noticed, regardless of the impact factor of account may be preferred [5, 6] . The h-index has significant predictive power of becoming a PI, supporting previous findings in which h-index was able to predict future scientific the journal in which it is published. Perhaps surprisingly, the number of co-authors has a slight negative effect. Indeed, measures of scientific impact that take co-authorship into success [4] . Better universities attract better people and it is therefore expected that they produce more PIs. But we found that this effect persists even after correcting for publication success. Either university rank correlates with some nonpublication features (e.g. 'soft' skills) or names of highly ranked universities look good on applicants' CVs. In addition, we find a bias in favor of men who come from highly ranked universities, but cannot differentiate bias in the hiring process from a self-selective one in which men from high ranked universities prefer to become PIs. In addition, our model measures correlation, not causation. Our results suggest that currently, journal impact factor and academic pedigree are rewarded over the quality of publications, which may dis-incentivize rapid communication of findings, collaboration and interdisciplinary science. . Authors who will eventually become PI go to higher ranked universities (G, mean university rank in time). In addition, for authors that will become PI, university rank appears to increase within the first 5 years of their careers (G, arrow).
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